
Our company is hiring for an account specialist, client development. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for account specialist, client development

Maintain thorough understanding of competitive landscape with ability to
build B2B strategies
Enhance NPD’s relationship with the retail clients through day-to-day
servicing
Respond to client requests, by leveraging existing databases, client and
industry knowledge
Providing insights, data analysis and appropriate solutions, using various NPD
data resources and capabilities, to directly support the decision making
process within cross functional retailer teams such as Consumer Insights,
Strategy, Finance, Marketing and Merchandise
Explore proprietary data housed in a cross-tabular software system to isolate
key data points and address client business questions
Accurately interpret data and clearly articulate findings and insights to both
internal and external audiences in written and verbal formats
Interact directly with client to develop strategies that impact the client’s most
important business needs, both short and long-term
Deliver constant and proactive communications with Target onsite team,
especially regarding any issues that may affect timely delivery
Skilled at building and nurturing relationships with clients, as this person will
be the day-to-day contact and will be on-site at the client’s corporate
headquarters 2 days per week, working across multiple functions including
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Qualifications for account specialist, client development

BA/BS degree or equivalent in Marketing, Marketing Research, Supply Chain,
Finance, or other business related field
Ecommerce retail experience a plus with exposure to point-of-sale data
analyses with a deep understanding of how data can be used to identify
business building opportunities for clients
Demonstrated success in contract negotiations a plus
Category Management or Key Account experience within a manufacturer or
retailer a plus
Experience with ETL tools like Alteryx, and BI tools like Tableau a plus but not
required
BA/BS degree or equivalent in Marketing, Marketing Research, Analytics,
Data Science, Supply Chain, Finance, or other business or analytic related
field


